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SUMMARY
The efficiency of a field-consistent two-noded linear curved axisymmetric shear-flexible shell element is shown
to be due to the removal of both shear and membrane locking. Typical applications illustrate how the
field-consistent representation dramatically improves performance, and allows greater flexibility in tailoring
element design to satisfy specific problem needs.
INTRODUCTION
A very efficient two-noded straight element for application to axisymmetric shells was presented
by Zienkiewicz et al.' This included shear deformation effects and yet was able to produce very
successfully the Kirchhoff type of behaviour, even for very thin shells. This was made possible by
the use of a single point numerical integration for the shear strain energy, thereby relieving the
shear locking effect. Since the element was used as a linear segment, the problem of membrane
locking was not encountered. A curved quadratic shear flexible element was attempted by Mohr, 2
but again, apparently due to membrane locking, the contribution to meridional membrane strain
was omitted. This cannot be without error in applications to curved shells of revolution. In this
paper, therefore, we shall examine critically the use of a curved linear element and show how
the shear and membrane locking phenomena operate and how they can be removed by employing
field-consistent definitions for the constrained strain fields.
The field-consistency approach is a better procedure compared to the reduced integration
technique, as it frees the restriction on the integration rules and allows the use of any uniform
integration rule depending on the specific problem requirements. This aspect will be demonstrated
in this paper through numerical examples.
BACKGROUND TO FIELD-CONSISTENCY THEORY
We recognize that a shear-flexible curved axisymmetric shell element is a problem in structural
mechanics, which needs a description of its continuum behaviour by three independent field
variables, the tangential displacement u, the radial displacement w and the section rotation
fl, based on a general curvilinear system (Figure 1). The extensional, flexural and shear
strains associated with this description can now be written as
{E} = {Es go Xs Xo Y}
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